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Abstract—Existing sketches often have low memory efficiencies
when performing per-flow measurement tasks on skewed IP
streams. In this paper, we propose Diamond Sketch, a novel
sketch that dynamically assigns an appropriate number of atom
sketches to each flow on demand, improving the accuracy
considerably while keeping a comparable speed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Per-flow measurement is a critical issue in computer networks. It provides information for anomaly detection, capacity
planning, accounting and billing, and service provision [1],
[2]. One fundamental problem in per-flow measurement is to
estimate the flow size, which is the number of packets in each
flow. A flow is often identified by a certain combination of
fields in the five-tuple in the packet’s header: source IP address, destination IP address, source port number, destination
port number, and protocol type. Real network flows have two
characteristics: high-speed and non-uniform distribution. On
the one hand, the speed of network traffic is so high that it
is very hard to make a precise record of sizes of flows [3].
On the other hand, the sizes of network flows are usually
non-uniformly distributed [4]. A small part of flows have very
large sizes (called elephant flows) while most flows have small
sizes (called mice flows). A typical distribution of this kind of
network traffic is Zipfian [5], and network traffic following
Zipfian distribution are called skewed traffic.
Due to the high speed of network traffic, approximately
recording and estimating data with sketches has gained popularity [4], [6]–[9]. Sketches are probabilistic data structures,
and can achieve small memory footprints, high accuracy,
and fast speeds of insertion and query. Unfortunately, most
existing sketches cannot work well on skewed network traffic.
Conventional sketches (such as CM [10], CU [11], Count
[12], CSM [13] sketches) use counters that are of the same
size to store the number of packets. Elephant flows are often
considered to be more important than mice flows, thus the
counters need to be large enough to represent the largest size
of the elephant flows. However, the large quantity of mice
flows means that most counters will just represent a small
value, and the higher bits in these counters are all 0, leading
to a waste of memory.
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In this paper, we propose a new sketch, namely the Diamond
sketch, as it takes on a diamond shape. The key idea of
Diamond is to assign atom sketches to flows on demand.
Specifically, an appropriate number of atom sketches are
assigned dynamically and automatically to record the sizes of
elephant and mice flows, thus optimizing memory efficiency.
For mice flows, we use only one or two atom sketches to
record their sizes. For elephant flows, we dynamically increase
the number of atom sketches to record their sizes.
II. T HE D IAMOND S KETCH
A. Data Structure
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Fig. 1. Data structure of the Diamond Sketch.

As shown in Figure 1, a Diamond Sketch consists of three
parts: increment part, carry part, and deletion part. Increment
part together with carry part records the size of each flow
that has been inserted. It consists of d atom sketches, where
we denote the ith atom sketch with Ii . Each atom sketch Ii
is composed of Li counters, and each counter contains w1
bits. We denote the j th counter of the ith atom sketch with
Ii [j]. {L1 , L2 , ..., Ld } is a decreasing sequence of numbers.
Carry part records the overflow depth1 of each flow. It is an
atom sketch composed of LC counters, each of which contains
w2 bits (2w2 > d is a requisite). We denote this atom sketch
with C, and the j th counter with C[j]. Deletion part is used
to support deletions. It is an atom sketch composed of LD
counters, each of which contains w3 bits. We denote this atom
sketch with D, and the j th counter with D[j].
1 Suppose a flow causes overflows in atom sketch I and I when being
1
2
inserted, and is successfully inserted into I3 without overflows, then the
deepest sketch this flow has reached is I3 , and 3 is called the overflow depth.
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The insertion of a packet with flow ID e requires update in first the increment part and second the carry part.
We compute the k1 hash functions of the first atom sketch
I1 and increment the smallest one(s) of the k1 counters
I1 [h11 (e)], I1 [h12 (e)], ..., I1 [h1k1 (e)] (we call them k1 mapped
counters for short) by 1. If more than one counters have
the smallest value, we increment them all by 1. If all the
k1 counters hold the value 2w1 − 1, which is the largest
number that w1 bits can represent, then incrementing them
by 1 will result in overflows. When the k1 mapped counters
in Ii overflow, the following steps need to be taken: 1) Set
the values of all k1 mapped counters to 0; 2) Increment the
smallest one(s) of the k1 mapped counters of Ii+1 by 1; 3) If
all the k1 mapped counters in Ii+1 overflow, repeat step 1 and
2 until the termination condition is satisfied, and we record
the overflow depth dep. There are two termination conditions:
there is no overflow in Ii (1 6 i 6 d) (we set dep to i) or
the last atom sketch Id overflows (we set dep to d); 4) For
each of the k2 mapped counters in C, if its value is less than
dep − 1, we set its value to dep − 1; otherwise, we do nothing.
The deletion operation is not requisite in per-flow measurement, but can be added if needed in other scenarios. To delete
a packet e, the Diamond Sketch only updates its deletion part.
We check the k3 mapped counters of D, and if all the k3
counters are 2w3 − 1, which is the biggest number that w3
bits can represent, we do nothing; otherwise, we increment
the smallest one(s) among the k3 counters by 1.
To query the size of a flow with ID e, we need to check the
status of all the three parts. 1) We check the carry part. Specifically, we compute the k2 hash functions of C and get the smallest value vC among C[hC1 (e)], C[hC2 (e)], ..., C[hCk2 (e)]. 2) We
check the increment part. Let dep = 1+vC . We need to check
dep atom sketches I1 , I2 , ..., Idep . For each atom sketch Ii , we
compute k1 hash functions and get the smallest value Vi of
those k1 mapped counters Ii [hi1 (e)], Ii [hi2 (e)], ..., Ii [hik1 (e)].
Once all dep smallest values have been calculated, the query
result determined by increment part and
part is computed
Pcarry
dep
by the following formula: Vinsert = i=1 Vi · (2w1 )i−1 . 3)
We check the deletion part. Specifically, we compute the k3
hash functions of D and return the smallest value (Vdelete )
D
D
4) We compute
among D[hD
1 (e)], D[h2 (e)], ..., D[hk3 (e)].
Vinsert − Vdelete as the query result.
III. E VALUATION
We use real IP trace streams as experimental datasets, which
are captured by the main gateway of our campus. We compare
Diamond Sketch with CU [11], CM [10], Augmented [14],
Count [12], and CSM [13] sketches. The metrics used are
absolute error (AE) and relative error (RE).
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Each atom sketch Ii , C, and D is associated with k1 , k2 ,
and k3 hash functions, whose output is uniformly distributed
in the range [1, Li ], [1, LC ], and [1, LD ]. And we denote the
j th hash function with hij (.), hCj (.), and hD
j (.), respectively.
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Fig. 2. AE-CDF and RE-CDF on IP streams. Dia stands for Diamond sketch.

As shown in Fig. 2, the percentage of flows whose AE is
no bigger than 1 of our Diamond sketch is 43.39%, which is
124.23, 2018.3, 1823.25, 5.3, and 12.5 times higher than the
corresponding percentages of CSM, CM, A, C, CU sketches,
respectively; the percentage of flows whose RE is less than 1.0
of our Diamond sketch is 62.46%, which is 24.6, 9.29, 9.29,
3.02, and 4.91 times higher than the corresponding percentages
of CSM, CM, A, C, CU sketches, respectively. The results
show that the performance of Diamond is far better than other
sketches in terms of accuracy.
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